GEE model is an extension of the GLM for analyzing correlated data. GEE adjust regression estimates and their standard errors for correlation within clusters, treating the parameters that define the correlation structure within clusters as nuisance parameters.
ANNs were first introduced by McCulloch and Pitts [4] . ANNs play an important role in classification through predicting an output variable from one or more input variables. The use of ANNs for diagnostic and prognostic classification in medical applications has become very popular by some authors (e.g. [5, 6] ), but the application of ANNs is seen critical by other authors (e.g. [7] ).
Relapse in schizophrenia remains common and therefore relapse prevention is a crucial issue [8] . It is a common assumption, that the onset of the formal symptoms of the reexacerbation is preceded by a prodromal phase which can contain the items of an 'early warning signs' list [9] . Prodromes for relapse have been studied in several follow-up studies in schizophrenia cohorts and the empirical findings are somewhat inconsistent (e.g. [10] ).
In this paper we investigate the GEE and ANN methodological approaches for predictor analysis especially with regard to their practicability and applicability to find prognostic factors for relapse. We illustrate this by reanalyzing the data of 364 schizophrenic patients from the A.N.I. study, which is one of the largest German multicenter treatment studies. So far, analyses were focused only on selected time points per patient (see e.g. [11] ). The goal of this analysis is to explore the relationship between the repeated response measures of psychiatrists' clinical judgement (such as 
Introduction
A commonly encountered problem in the analysis of biomedical research is that of non-independence between response observations. Non-independence occurs when data fall into groups or clusters, e.g. in family or longitudinal studies. Standard statistical methods, such as generalized linear models (GLM) cannot be applied when analyzing dependent data, since the assumption of independence between observations is violated (e.g. [1] ). Neglecting dependencies in these situations can lead to false conclusions. In general, the precision of the results and thereby their significance is usually overestimated [2] . There are different methods available to analyze clustered dependent data. In this paper we describe two totally different approaches: 1) the Generalized Estimating Equations (GEE) method and 2) Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs).
The method of GEE [3] , a regressionbased approach, is used to obtain directly interpretable odds ratio estimates from the regression coefficients which enables one to assess the effect of a single covariate.The
Summary
Objectives: In schizophrenia research, little attention yet has been directed on methods for analyzing data from studies with repeated measurements over time. Motivation for this research stems from a project within the German Research Network on Schizophrenia, in which an algorithm is developed to guide prodrome-based early intervention strategies in stable first episode patients. Methods: We present two different approaches for the analysis of correlated response data, the Generalized Estimating Equations (GEE) method and the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) approach. We illustrate the methods using the data of the A.N.I. study, which is one of the largest German multicenter treatment studies in regard to the long-term treatment of schizophrenia conducted between 1983 and 1989.
Results:
The results of statistical model selection prior to GEE analysis and various data presentation methods for ANNs are presented. The primary goal of our evaluation is to investigate if the defined prodromes are valid predictors for relapse. Additionally, it is shown that both methods are applicable on a realistic data set. Conclusions: It is concluded that both methods are suitable for predictor analysis especially since all variable time points of the patients are included instead of only selected, so that it can be assumed that results are not biased. With the GEE method a test of association for each predictor can be performed whereas with ANNs a general proposition can be made for prodromes depending on the type of data presentation. Using the A.N.I. data the prodrome 'trouble sleeping' seems to be the most informative predictor. Finally, the important differences of the two methods are discussed.
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'relapse') at each clinical visit of a patient and different covariates, primarily the documented prodromes. For the GEE method we start to fit different logistic models to assess the adequacy of the evolving different statistical models. The chosen final statistical model is then used for further GEE analyses with different outcome settings. The ANN approach is focused mainly on the search for a promising method of the A.N.I. data presentation. Different ANN models are considered automatically by the used software package. The acquired knowledge of our results, especially the algorithmic solutions of the ANN approach, will contribute to an algorithm guiding prodrome-based early intervention in remittent first episode patients after one year under maintained neuroleptic treatment within the German Research Network on Schizophrenia. The gathered experience of our research referring to some important differences between the two methods is presented. For two years 364 schizophrenia patients were observed to compare the efficacy of neuroleptic maintenance therapy (MT) with that of prodrome-based early intervention (EI) and crisis intervention (CI) with neuroleptics. In total, there were 6423 contacts in the different clinics in Germany with hence a variable number of patients' visits and variable intervals between those. A main visit interval of approximately four weeks was observed, but there were accumulations at one week, two weeks etc., too. Rater had to perform a specific rater-training to assure a reproducible assessment of the prodromes and the clinical judgment. A detailed description of patients' material can be found in [11] . For the performed analyses no selection of the time points of patients' visits was made. At each of the contacts nearly complete information about 6 different prodromes were collected (G1 'tense and nervous', G2 'depression', G3 'trouble sleeping', G4 'restlessness', G5 'trouble concentrating', G6 'loss of interest'), so that missing values are not a problem. At the end of each interview the psychiatrist assesses an overall clinical judgment of the patient's state by using the levels 'improvement' (11.21%), 'stable' (78.57%), 'worsening' (3.9%), 'impending relapse' (2.4%) and 'relapse' (3.92%). With this data we wanted to evaluate whether a prediction of 'clinical judgement', 'general psychiatric deterioration' (GPD; merge levels 3-5 of variable 'clinical judgement') or of 'relapse' is possible. In particular, we wanted to investigate whether the prodromes of the previous contacts influence the outcome of the actual clinical judgment.
Method of Generalized Estimating Equations (GEEs)
The GEE approach allows to fit a regression model for correlated response data that accounts for intracluster correlation by treating each cluster (patient) of responses as a vector and incorporating a correlation matrix into the estimating equations and variance formulae. Even when the correlation structure is misspecified, these score-like estimating equations result in consistent estimates for parameter and variance, as long as the link function is correct and there is a sufficient number of clusters in the analysis [12] .
GEE Data Composition
We used the GEE approach as formalized in appendix A. Briefly, Y is a binary variable and we model the probability P(Y i = 1|X i = x i ) where Y i is e.g. the presence or absence of a relapse for patient i and x i are covariates of the i-th patient. In this section, we present the formulation to estimate odds ratios for prodromes. Here, two disease type definitions are considered. Let the response variable y it be the outcome of the clinical judgment of patient i at the t-th visit. We used two different outcome variables, namely For the purpose of these analyses, we set all initial prodromes at the first contact to missing. Hence, we get the following general statistical model:
Since the response variable is binary, that is a binomial distribution, hence we assume a logit link function. The primary interest, here, is to identify informative prodromes and other covariates and to test the significance of various prodromes captured by the regression coefficients. This can be achieved by e.g. the Z-score, which is an univariate Wald test or the Odds Ratio which represents a measure of association and approximates how much more likely (or unlikely) it is for the outcome to be present among those showing prodromes than among those not having prodromes.
The strategy employed to determine the best-fitting model was to start with different logistic regressions, as basically defined in (1), by assuming an independence working correlation structure so that the estimation is performed as a usual GLM but with the correction of the estimated variance of the parameters. For comparison of the different (non-nested) models, Akaike's information criterion was used, which serves as a weighted measure of the fit of any model by adding a penalty to each ln-likelihood (ln L) to reflect the number of parameter estimates under a particular model [13] . { { {
The ANN Method
The ANN concept is summarized in Appendix B. Since we follow an applicationoriented approach, a ready-made collection of ANN implementations has been used: STATISTICA Neural Networks [14] . This package provides a good out-of-box performance with default parameter settings and an automatic search over different ANN architectures by using an "Intelligent Problem Solver" (IPS). Additionally, a network can be exported as C++ code, which contains include instructions for the necessary libraries, the coded structure of the nodes and edges, a subroutine which can be called with pointers to input and output variables and as the 'main' function a test harness for typing the input vector by keyboard and for writing the output to the screen. This generated code is useable in other environments, as for example in the domain of the German Competence Network for Schizophrenia. Table 1 shows the parameter settings for the IPS, which have been used for all ANN searches.
ANN Data Presentation
Clinical judgment data from the current contact t have to be presented as output variable and prodromal data from earlier contacts as input variables. Firstly, data is presented from the directly preceding contact t-1. Because with this approach the information coded in the correlated timedependent data of one patient is not utilized as with GEE, secondly a so-called extended prodrome history value P hist is used which accumulates the prodromal data of contacts 1, … , t-1 and weights prodromes the less important the longer they date back. Additionally ANN searches with "filtering" have been performed taking into account only those contacts with a distance to the preceding contact ("time lag") not greater than 29 days. Hence, contacts are excluded, for which there is only a bad continuity in observation (remaining: 4357 records from all patients). Obviously, this is a substantial reduction of the sample size, so a generalization of the results of these ANN searches to the whole data set may be biased.
For the extended history method P hist is calculated through the following recursive definition, which is used to enable an efficient computation: q a t : time lag in days between contacts t-1 and t divided by mostly observed time lag of 28 days (4 weeks) q p t : prodrome weight at contact t ('not present': 0,'mild': 1,'medium': 2,'severe': 3) q s t : prodrome history P hist for contact t s 1 : = 0, s t : = 2 -a t · (p t-1 + s t-1 ), for t = 2, ..., total number of contacts of the patient.
It can be shown that all prodromes in the past are weighted using their corresponding time lags. After performing searches using all prodromes additional searches are performed with presenting data from each of the prodromes one at a time. Additional searches are performed with a dichotomized output variable ('relapse' / 'non-relapse' or GPD / NGPD as defined in section "GEE data preparation").
ANN Quality Measurement
The "performance" measurement of STATISTICA Neural Networks indicates the proportion of correctly classified records, where the "error" measurement is the standard error [14] . In addition we counted the number of times a network finds the levels other than 'stable'.
If the output variable is dichotomized, a Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve can be drawn, which visualizes the interdependence between specificity and sensitivity.This is done by drawing 1-specificity on the x-axis versus sensitivity on the y-axis subject to a varying parameter. In case of neural networks this varying parameter is a threshold on the last node, which is used to dichotomize the output. An 'area under ROC curve' near 1 (sensitivity near 1 while specificity near 1) indicates a good neural network and an area under curve of 0.5 indicates a poor neural network, which is not better than a random classification.
Results

GEE Method
Various regression models are compared starting with simple models and continuing with more complex models to see if the likelihood does improve significantly by adding or removing predictive factors. Firstly, comparison of different models for the outcome GPD with the prodromes and other potential predictive factors as covariates are made (results not shown). Secondly the same procedure is applied for the outcome 'relapse'. In a next step we included information of a general psychiatric deterioration at the previous visit by adding GPD of (t-1) as an additional covariate for the outcome 'relapse'. It could be noted, that the inclusion of covariate GPD in the model seems to be important. Several 2 ϫ 2 interaction terms were included but did not improve the fit (Table 2) . Also, models seem to be more informative if prodromes are nested by treatment (MI, CI and EI). According to the AIC criterion [13] , the final model chosen for GEE analy- ses is model 5 under all tested since it represents the most parsimonious model for prodromal symptoms.We used different working correlation structures in order to infer the best estimates. For this data set the autoregressive structure describes the dependence between observations from the same patient for most of the prodromes best. Comparison of the estimated parameters from three different assumed dependence structures yield that the parameter estimates are nearly identical, but the standard error differs (results not shown). It appears that the robust and model-based standard error estimates are less different by specifying an autoregressive dependence structure than assuming an independent or exchangeable dependence structure, which is in agreement with the time series structure of our data. It should be kept in mind, that the GEE method enables us to estimate regression coefficients consistently even when the correlation structure has been misspecified. Table 3 shows the results. As can be seen, G3 yields the highest odds ratio of 2.27 in the maintenance group. Also, the interaction term reflects a positive association to the prediction of relapse. Not surprisingly there is also one prodrome identified, which shows to be a protective factor (G6 in early intervention group).
ANN Method
Combining the different possibilities of data presentation as described above leads to 63 ANN searches: undichotomized / relapse vs. non-relapse/GPD vs. NGPD (3 searches); present data of all prodromes / of one prodrome at a time (7 searches); present data of each contact t-1/time lag ≤ 29 contacts / extended prodrome history (3 searches). With standard parameters the performed ANN searches require approximately 30 minutes to 2.5 hours on an Intel Pentium III 700 MHz processor. At the end of a search the IPS displays the 10 best networks found.
The best ANN for each data presentation possibility is given in Tables 4 and 5 . For the ANN searches with undichotomized output variable the network has been Table 2 Model comparison of adequacy of regression models using independent working correlation structure for the response variable relapse determined with the most frequent findings of states other than 'stable' or, if that is 0, with the best performance (see Table 4 ). For the single prodrome searches, only the measurements of the most informative prodrome are listed.The best ANN search with regard to the number of correct outputs different to 'stable' is printed in bold: Presenting all prodromes from the directly preceding contact leads to 69 correctly classified 'improvement' judgments.
For the ANN searches with dichotomized output variable the network with the largest area under ROC curve has been determined (see Table 5 ). For ANN searches in which data from one prodrome was presented only the one with the best area under ROC is listed. The best ANN search with regard to the area under ROC curve is printed in bold: Dichotomizing by GPD, presenting only G3 prodrome data from the directly preceding contact with enabled filtering by ≤ 29 days leads to an area under ROC curve of 0.6604. The resulting ROC curve is shown in Figure 2 
Discussion
In this publication we used two totally different analytical approaches to analyze the validity of relapse prediction based on prodromes. The first step in analyzing clinical data is usually model selection, which among others is concerned with the choice of variables to be entered into the model. The GEE method is based on the assump- tion of statistical regression models and is especially suited for correlated response variables.The adequacy of different models was assessed prior to the GEE analyses so that effective estimation of relapse predictive prodromes could be obtained. Of course there may be other explanatory covariables not included in the statistical model besides the considered prodromes and these are obscuring an effect. It should be kept in mind, that fitting more complicated models frequently flattens the likelihood surface or leads to problems with the estimator on boundaries or both. The particular structure of the data places limits on the amount of information it carries and consequently the interpretation of the results is more difficult. Also, one of the desirable qualities of a statistical model is parsimony. Potential problems using GEE may arise, when the sample size is small (e.g. when the number of subjects is small), which has the consequence that the bias of the robust standard error estimates can be large and could result in faulty inference [15] , or when there is a large amount of missing values [16] . The A.N.I. study is not confronted with these problems since cluster sizes are sufficiently large and the rate of missing values is very small. The GEE method offers the possibility to test directly if certain prodromes are possible predictors for relapse. In summary, using the selected statistical model the GEE method provides evidence that certain prodromes as defined in the A.N.I. study may contribute to the prediction of relapse in schizophrenia.The big virtue of the GEE methodology is that all different time points of a patient are included as well as a correlation structure within patients is considered, so that it can be assumed that results are not biased.
The application of ANNs usually includes a significant amount of design time spent on the selection of the architecture and on the optimization of the network. The most convincing feature of STATISTI-CA Neural Networks is that the IPS simultaneously searches the parameter and the ANN model space for an optimal network architecture, and hence the choice of a network model for the A.N.I. data set has not to be done manually. The big virtue of ANNs is that no statistical assumptions like independency have to hold. The data set as a whole can be entered into the system, as well as selected variables only. We performed searches with one prodrome at a time as well as all prodromes to get an idea of whether more information will confuse or support the ANN. This aspect cannot clearly be answered. In most cases better results are observed when all prodromes are presented. However, the best area under ROC curve is found by a search presenting only one prodrome (G3). From ANN searches in which all prodromes have been presented it is not directly ascertainable which prodromes are more useful to enhance quality of the network than others. But from the ANN searches in which only one prodrome was presented we can derive that G1 and G3 consistently lead to better networks than the other prodromes. Our hope that extended prodrome history will consider time relationships better (as the correlation structure in GEE) is not fulfilled. Compared to the t-1 searches the number of correct classified outputs different to 'stable' is worse for the "all prodrome" searches in Table 4 and the area under ROC is always worse in Table 5 .
In summary, we think that the ANN results are acceptable. The best ANN was found with an area under ROC curve of 0.660. The searches with undichotomized input variables show that any identified clinical judgment other than 'stable' is the 'improvement' judgment. This was, however, a minor objective besides the identification of 'impending relapse' or 'relapse'. Two conclusions are possible from the results. Either with the data set it is principally not possible to predict relapse or the possibility is given, but hidden. To examine the second possibility we additionally performed methods for "noise reduction", but all have been equally unsuccessful (data not shown). In principle, better ANN networks could potentially be found by adding more data with the same variables as recorded in the A.N.I. study. Fortunately, the German Research Network on Schizophrenia will offer this possibility in the near future.
Our research was intended to investigate both methods separately and to see if they yield the same trend (see preliminary results in [17] ). Both methods show that G1 and G3 seem to have a greater impact as predictors than the other prodromes investigated in the A.N.I. study.The other significantly identified prodromes are more likely to result from random variation. The GEE method provides evidence, that prodrome G3 in the maintenance group is apparently the most important predictor (odds ratio = 2.27). Hence, the interpretations of the GEE results together with the algorithmic solution of the ANN approach will be used as a support tool for the decision of a psychiatrist to start early intervention of schizophrenic patients as it is required in the project 'prodrome-based relapse prevention' within the German Research Network on Schizophrenia.
The numerical results of both methods are not directly comparable. One strategy could be to compare ROC curves. This is, however, not possible within the GEN-MOD procedure in the current version of SAS. Nevertheless, we used the final GEE model and performed an ordinary logistic regression, where a ROC curve can be obtained, which shows the same trend as curves produced by ANNs (area under ROC curve = 0.61). With these considerations it is not possible to judge which method is generally preferable. This was, however, not intended with this research, but it was the aim to apply two modern statistical approaches in the area of biomedical research, which differ in some important aspects: Considering input data and the dependence on assumptions GEE is naturally suited for longitudinal data and in the special case of applying independent binary data it simply is a logistic regression. ANNs can handle correlated and uncorrelated data but do not automatically take advantage of a time-correlation if present. Considering the complexity of models ANNs have many degrees of freedom, which may lead to a good parameter estimation for the training data set but has the crucial disadvantage that it tends to be over-optimistic and the results have to be validated with a sub-sample of the used data set or with other data sets. In contrast to this using GEE the degrees of freedom are known and may be further reduced by a
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previous applied statistical approach of model selection. where g is an appropriate choice of a link function and ␤ is a vector of regression coefficients, which describes how it depends on x it . The variance of y it is given by
GEE Notation
where is a known variance function, w it is a known weight and is a possible unknown scale or over-dispersion parameter. The regression coefficient estimates, ␤ˆ, are defined by the solution of the generalized estimating equations (Liang and Zeger, 1986 )
, where A i is a n i ϫ n i diagonal matrix with the variance of Y i as the t-th diagonal entry. We can specify this working matrix or approximate covariance matrix through a 'working' correlation matrix. In particular, we account for the correlation structure of each individual's vector of observation, Y i , by R i (␣), a n i ϫ n i 'working' correlation matrix, that is fully specified by a vector of unknown parameters ␣. Hence, the working correlation structure is fully specified by the parameter vector ␣. The working correlation matrix is usually unknown and is estimated iteratively. Often the true dependence structure of Y i is unknown or too complicated to specify exactly. Although the regression coefficient estimates are generally consistent, simple structures for the working dependence matrix result in a loss of efficiency compared to working dependence structures that more accurately model the true dependence matrix of Y i .
Different structures for the working correlation are considered. The independence working correlation structure represents the simplest structure, since all observations are equally weighted and hence will produce the same regression coefficient estimates as if the regression model was fit ignoring the dependence in the data. The exchangeable structure uses a single pairwise association, e.g. common pairwise correlation coefficients or odds ratios, to describe the dependence between observations from the same subject.The autoregressive option specifies a time series structure. To judge whether the selected working dependence structure is appropriate with respect to the estimation efficiency of the regression coefficients, comparison of two methods for estimating the covariance, the robust [18] and model-based covariance matrix estimator, can be helpful. In general, when the robust and model-based covariance matrix estimates are approximately equal this implies that the dependence structure of Y i is being adequately modeled by the working dependence structure with respect to the efficiency of the regression coefficient estimates for a given data set. A useful property of the GEE methodology is that the estimator is asymptotically normally distributed and its covariance matrix is consistent through the use of the robust variance-covariance matrix. The GEE method does allow an unequal number of observations per subject. The regression coefficients have the same (populationaveraged) interpretation as regression coefficients from ordinary linear or logistic regression. We use mainly the SAS/Proc GENMOD software [19] to fit GEE models.
Appendix B ANN Concept
The ANN concept has been originally derived from the concept of the adaptive neuronal structure of the brain.A trained ANN principally consists of a network of nodes and edges (see Fig. 1 ). The nodes (simulating biological neurons) realize functions on the ingoing edges to calculate results on the outgoing edge. The edges (simulating biological axons), which may have associated weights to vary their importance, connect the nodes and form a specific network. After data transfer through all nodes and edges is completed the output value of a neural network is placed on the outgoing edge. To train an ANN for a specific kind of data a learning algorithm has to be applied using a training data set to adjust the parameters of the underlying network, i.e. the node function characteristics and the weights of the edges. In contrast to classical statistical theory it cannot be easily indicated what kind of model (e. g. linear or nonlinear) is used. Additionally, an association measurement between covariable and outcome cannot be derived directly. Hence, the out-learned network seen as a statistical model appears as a 'black box'. In [20] various methods are summarized which nevertheless can be used to quantify the association.
The different ANN architectures (for example Multilayer perceptron, Kohonen, Radial Basis Function, Linear, Probabilistic, Generalized Regression) differ in the topology of the underlying networks and in the learning algorithm.The type of learning algorithm separates ANN architectures into the two classes of supervised and unsupervised learning. Here, supervised learning is the method of choice since the outcome variable is given. The correct calculation function is learned through presenting input variables together with correct output variables using a randomly created subset of records (training subset) of a given data set. The remaining records of the data set can be used (verification subset) to prevent the network from "over-learning", which means the phenomenon of learning the noise instead of the signal, and to evaluate the quality of the obtained network (test subset). The subset fraction training : verification : test is as 2 : 1 : 1. The described internal validation using a random subsample of the original data is necessary to assure that the many unknown estimated parameters of an ANN do not lead to an overwhelming bias in quality estimation. The "out-learned" network can be applied to similar data sets to classify newly presented records into "learned" groups.
